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How to have your say 
Submissions process 
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) seeks written submissions on the issues raised in this 
document by 5pm on 22 July 2015. 

Your submission may respond to any or all of these issues.  We also encourage your input on any other relevant 
issues. Where possible, please include evidence to support your views, for example references to independent 
research, facts and figures, or relevant examples.  

Please also include your name, or the name of your organisation, and contact details.  
Use of information 

The information provided in submissions will be used to inform MBIE’s policy development process, and will inform 
advice to Ministers on the operation of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 and the Financial Service Providers 
(Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008.   

We may contact submitters directly if we require clarification of any matters in submissions.  

Except for material that may be defamatory, MBIE intends to upload PDF copies of submissions received to the FAA 
page on MBIE’s website. MBIE will consider you to have consented to uploading by making a submission, unless 
you clearly specify otherwise in your submission.  

Release of information  

Submissions are also subject to the Official Information Act 1982. Please set out clearly with your submission if you 
have any objection to the release of any information in the submission, and in particular, which part(s) you consider 
should be withheld, together with the reason(s) for withholding the information. MBIE will take such objections into 
account and will consult with submitters when responding to requests under the Official Information Act 1982. 

If your submission contains any confidential information, please indicate this on the front of the submission. Any 
confidential information should be clearly marked within the text. If you wish to provide a submission containing 
confidential information, please provide a separate version excluding the relevant information for publication on our 
website.  

Private information  

The Privacy Act 1993 establishes certain principles with respect to the collection, use and disclosure of information 
about individuals by various agencies, including MBIE. Any personal information you supply to MBIE in the course of 
making a submission will only be used for the purpose of assisting in the development of policy advice in relation to 
this review. Please clearly indicate in your submission if you do not wish your name to be included in any summary 
of submissions that MBIE may publish. 

Permission to reproduce  

The copyright owner authorises reproduction of this work, in whole or in part, as long as no charge is being made for 
the supply of copies, and the integrity and attribution of the work as a publication of MBIE is not interfered with in any 
way. 
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When providing your comments, we would particularly appreciate information about the relative benefits, costs 
(financial or otherwise) and any other impacts of these proposals on businesses, consumers or other stakeholders. 
This information will help us more fully understand the effects of the current regulation. 

1. Do you agree that financial adviser regulation should seek to achieve the identified 
goals? If not, why not?

 

2. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in deciding how to 
regulate financial advisers?

 

3. Does this definition adequately capture what financial advice is? If not, what changes 
should be considered? 

 

4. Is the distinction in the Financial Advisers Act (FA Act) between wholesale and retail 
clients appropriate and effective? If not, what changes should be considered? 

 

 
Role and regulation of financial advice
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5. Is the distinction in the Act between a personalised financial service and a class 
service appropriate and effective? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

6. Is it appropriate to have different requirements on advisers depending on the risk and 
complexity of the products they advise upon?

 

7. Does the current categorisation system accurately reflect the level of complexity and 
risk associated with financial products? If not, how could it be improved?

 

8. Do you think that the term Registered Financial Adviser (RFA) gives consumers an 
accurate understanding of what these advisers are permitted to provide advice on and 
the requirements that apply to them? If not, should an alternative term be considered?
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9. Are the general conduct requirements applying to all financial advisers, including 
RFAs, appropriate and adequate? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

10. Do you think that disclosing this information is adequate for consumers? Should 
RFAs be required to disclose any additional information?

 

11. Are there any particular issues with the regulation of RFA entities that we should 
consider?

 

12. Are the costs of maintaining an adviser business statement justified by its benefits? 
If not, what changes should be considered?
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13. Is the distinction between an investment planning service and financial advice well 
understood by advisers and their clients? Are any changes needed to the way that an 
investment planning service is regulated?

 

14. To what extent do advisers need to exercise some degree of discretion in relation to 
their clients’ investments as part of their normal role?

 

15. Should any changes be considered to reduce the costs on advisers who exercise 
some discretion, but are not offering a funds managementtype service?

 

16. Are the current disclosure requirements for Authorised Financial Advisers (AFAs) 
adequate and useful for consumers?
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17. Should any changes be considered to improve the relevance of these documents to 
consumers and to reduce the costs of producing them?

 

18. Do you think that the process for the development and approval of the Code of 
Professional Conduct works well?

 

19. Should any changes to the role or composition of the Code Committee be 
considered?

 

20. Is the Financial Advisers Disciplinary Committee an effective mechanism to 
discipline misconduct against AFAs?

 

21. Should the jurisdiction of this Committee be expanded?
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22. Does the limited public transparency around the obligations of Qualifying Financial 
Entities (QFEs) undermine public confidence and understanding of this part of the 
regulatory regime? 

 

23. Should any changes be considered to promote transparency of QFE obligations?

 

24. Are the current disclosure requirements for QFE advisers adequate and useful for 
consumers?

 

25. Should any changes be considered to improve the relevance of these documents to 
consumers or to reduce the costs of producing them?

 

26. How well understood are the broker requirements in the FA Act? How could 
understanding be improved?
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27. Are these requirements necessary and/or adequate to protect client assets? If not, 
why not?

 

28. Should consideration be given to introducing disclosure requirements for brokers? 
If so, what would need to be disclosed and why?

 

29. What would be the costs and benefits of applying the broker requirements in the FA 
Act to insurance intermediaries?

 

30. Are the requirements on custodians effective in reducing the risk of client losses 
due to misappropriation or mismanagement? 

 

31. Should any changes to these requirements be considered?
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32. Is the scope of the FA Act exemptions appropriate? What changes should be 
considered and why?

 

33. Does the FA Act provide the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) with appropriate 
enforcement powers? If not, what changes should be considered? 

 

34. How accessible and useful is the guidance issued by the FMA? Are there any 
improvements you would like to see?

 

35. What changes should be considered to make the current regulatory regime simpler 
and easier for consumers to understand? For example, removing or clarifying the 
distinction between AFAs and RFAs. 
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Key FA Act questions for the review
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36. To what extent do consumers understand that some financial advisers’ primary 
roles may be selling financial products, rather than solely acting as an unbiased adviser 
to their clients?

 

37. Should there be a clearer distinction between sales, information provision, and 
advice? How should such a distinction be drawn? What should or should not be 
included in the definition of financial advice?

 

38. Do you think that current AFA disclosure requirements are effective in overcoming 
problems associated with commissions and other conflicts of interest? 

 

39. How do you think that AFA information disclosure requirements could be improved 
to better assist consumer decision making?
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40. Do you support commission and conflict of interest disclosure requirements being 
applied to all financial advisers? If so, what requirements are appropriate for different 
adviser types?

 

41. Do you think that commissions should be restricted or banned in relation to 
financial advice, and if so, in what way? What would be the costs and benefits of such 
an approach?

 

42. Has the right balance been struck between ensuring advisers meet minimum quality 
standards and ensuring there is competition from a wide range of providers (and 
potential providers)?

 

43. What changes could be made to increase the levels of competition between 
advisers?
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44. Do you think that the Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs strikes the right 
balance between requiring them to understand their clients and ensuring that 
consumers can get advice on discrete issues?

 

45. To what extent do you think that the categorisation of types of advice and advisers 
is distorting the types of advice and information that is provided?

 

46. Are there specific compliance requirements from the FA Act regulation that have 
affected the cost and availability of independent financial advice? 

 

47. How can regulatory requirements be made less onerous without reducing the 
quality and availability of financial advice?
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48. What impact has the AntiMoney Laundering and Countering Finance of Terrorism 
Act had on compliance costs for advisers? How could these costs be minimised?

 

49. What impact do you expect that KiwiSaver decumulation will have on the market for 
financial advice in New Zealand? Are any specific changes to regulation needed to 
specifically promote the availability of KiwiSaver advice?

 

50. What impact do you expect that the introduction of the Financial Markets Conduct 
Act (FMC Act) will have on the market for financial advice in New Zealand? Should any 
changes to the regulation of advice be considered in response to these changes?

 

51. Do you think that international financial advice is likely to increase? Is the FA Act set 
up appropriately to facilitate and regulate this?
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52. How beneficial are the current arrangements for transTasman mutual recognition of 
qualifications? Should further arrangements be considered? 

 

53. In what ways do you expect new technologies will change the market for financial 
advice?

 

54. How can government keep pace with technological developments to ensure that 
quality standards for advice are maintained, without inhibiting innovation?

 

55. Are the minimum ethical standards for AFAs appropriate and have they succeeded 
in fostering the ethical behaviour of AFAs? 

 

56. Should the same or similar ethical standards apply to all types of financial advisers?
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57. What is an appropriate minimum qualification level for AFAs? 

 

58. Do you think that RFAs (for example insurance or mortgage brokers) should be 
required to meet a minimum qualification relevant to the area of advice they specialise 
in? If so, what would be an appropriate minimum qualification?

 

59. How much consideration should be given to aligning adviser qualifications with 
those applying in other countries, particularly Australia?

 

60. How effective have professional bodies been at fostering professionalism among 
advisers?

 

61. Do you think that professional bodies should play a formal role in the regulation of 
financial advisers and if so, how? 
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62. Should any changes be considered to the relative obligations of individual advisers 
and the businesses they represent? If so, what changes should be considered? 

 

63. Is the QFE system achieving its goals in terms of consumer protection and reducing 
compliance costs for large entities? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

64. Do you agree that the Register should seek to achieve the identified goals? If not, 
why not?

 

65. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in reviewing the 
operation of the Register? 
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Role of financial service provider registration and dispute resolution
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66. Do you agree that the dispute resolution regime should seek to achieve the 
identified goals? If not, why not?

 

67. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in reviewing the 
dispute resolution regime?

 

68. Does the FMA need any other tools to encourage compliance with financial service 
provider (FSP) registration? If so, what tools would be appropriate?

 

69. What changes, if any, to the minimum registration requirements should be 
considered?
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How the FSP Act works
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70. Does the requirement to belong to a dispute resolution scheme apply to the right 
types of financial service providers?

 

71. Is the current framework for the approval of dispute resolution schemes 
appropriate? What changes, if any, should be considered?

 

72. Is the current framework for monitoring dispute resolution schemes adequate? 
What changes, if any, should be considered?

 

73. Is the existence of multiple schemes and the incentive to retain and attract members 
sufficient to ensure that the schemes remain efficient and membership fees are 
controlled?
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74. Should the $200,000 jurisdictional limit on the size of claims that dispute resolution 
schemes can hear be raised in respect of other types of financial services, and if so, 
what would be an appropriate limit?

 

75. Should additional requirements to ensure that financial service providers are able to 
pay compensation to consumers be considered in New Zealand?

 

76. What features or information would make the Register more useful for consumers?

 

77. Would it be appropriate for the Register to include information on a financial 
adviser’s qualifications or their disciplinary record?
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Key FSP Act questions for the review
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78. Do you consider misuse of the Register by offshore financial service providers is a 
significant risk to New Zealand’s reputation as a wellregulated jurisdiction and/or to 
New Zealand businesses?

 

79. Are there any changes to the scope of the registration requirements or the powers 
of regulators that should be considered in response to this issue?

 

80. What are the effects of (positive and negative) competition between dispute 
resolution schemes on effective dispute resolution?

 

81. Are there ways to mitigate the issues identified without losing the benefits of a 
multiple scheme structure?
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82. Are the current regulatory settings adequate in raising awareness of available 
dispute resolution options? How could awareness be improved?

 

83. Please provide your name and/or the name of the group of people, business, or 
organisation you are providing this submission on behalf of:

 

84. Please provide your contact details:

 

85. Are you providing this submission: 

86. If submitting on behalf of an organisation: 
How many people are in the organisation, or work in the organisation, that you are 
providing this submission on behalf of?
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Demographics

*

*
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As an individual
 

gfedc

On behalf of an organisation
 

gfedc

Please describe the nature and size of the organisation: 
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87. I would like my submission (or specified parts of my submission) to be kept 
confidential, and explain my reasons for this, for consideration by MBIE: 

Thank you for your time. Please send your submission. 

 

Yes
 

gfedc No
 

gfedc

Explanation: 
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	text_807358109_0: BNZ notes the proposed goals of:(i) ensuring consumers have the information that they need to find and choose a financial adviser, (ii) making advice accessible to customers, and (iii) promoting public confidence in the professionalism of financial advisers.These are all valuable objectives of any financial adviser regime. BNZ submits that of these goals, the need to make advice accessible is the most important, and arguably where the current regime has not delivered on its stated objectives. Ensuring that customers are able to easily access quality advice in relation to financial products ought to be at the heart of any amended regime. For that reason, BNZ submits that this goal ought to be the first on the list. Ensuring customers have the right information to find and choose an adviser is important, though of the two elements of this, choosing the adviser is arguably the most important. In an increasingly digital environment with a social media overlay, it is becoming easier for consumers of all services, including financial, to locate and compare potential providers. Promoting confidence in the professionalism of financial advisers was particularly important at the start of the current regime given the history of losses based on investments in failed finance companies. BNZ submits that this remains crucial in helping ensure consumers appreciate the value in seeking professional advice on their savings and investments. For that reason, BNZ submits that Registered Financial Advisers ought to be subject to a Code of Conduct, and action by a Code Committee.Provided that the scope of ‘promoting public confidence in the professionalism of financial advisers’ is broad enough to include the fact that they will all be members of dispute resolution schemes, and that customers have clear sight of who to contact within the adviser firm when things go wrong, then it is probably reasonable that no specific goal in relation to dispute resolution is included.
	text_807358110_0: As set out in question one above, BNZ submits that the primary objective should be to ensure that customers have access to advice. At present the regime is too broad in its approach to adviser regulation and fails to adequately target the area when genuine “financial advice” is being given i.e. in the investment planning scenario. The failure to accurately target investment advice (being where the original harm that gave rise to the FAA regime was based) has resulted in a regime that limits the conversations that customers ought to be having with people involved in the provision of mainstream financial products. BNZ submits that the review of the regime ought to consider whether an option of focussing specifically on investment planning services, with the associated adviser requirements might deliver better customer outcomes. An efficient adviser regime would enable banks and other financial product and service providers to have in-depth conversations with their customers about their needs and objectives to pinpoint the appropriate products for them, without fearing that they will be providing a service that they are not permitted to. This is one of many areas where the current regime is not making it easy for the right conversations to occur and for customers to get access to advice. 
	text_807358107_0: BNZ supports this definition of advice, however it submits that a focus for the review ought to be on the type of adviser service that should be targeted by an adviser regime i.e. the focus may be best placed on investment planning type services to ensure that consumers have improved access to advice about specific products, including some investment products such as KiwiSaver. 
	text_807360007_0: BNZ submits that the definition of “wholesale” across financial services legislation must be aligned, for instance with the definition in the FMCA. BNZ submits that the FAA regime would be improved by making better distinctions between services being provided to people and businesses.  The current ambiguities in the legislation do not make it easy for people or organisations wanting to provide advice to businesses.
	text_807360032_0: BNZ submits that this is one area where the current regime has created significant confusion for consumers and should be reviewed for potential simplification. The distinction has material consequences in terms of the way that an adviser service can be delivered and by whom. The resulting differentiation may result in a prevalence of class or information only services where consumers would benefit from actual advice. BNZ submits that any changes in this area that may facilitate conversations about the acquisition of KiwiSaver, for example, would result in better long term outcomes. BNZ strongly submits that the current regime ought to be amended to permit entities as well as individuals to give advice. The existing structure creates various areas of artificiality in the adviser process, which is particularly acute in the online/digital area. Appropriate reform in this area is likely to deliver significant improvements in the provision of, and access to, advice.
	text_807360108_0: BNZ understands the rationale for the distinction however, it submits that this ought to be carefully reconsidered as part of the review. For instance, it may be that a regime that is targeted at investment planning services ought to permit easier access to advice about KiwiSaver. This does not infer that KiwiSaver is not an important product. On the contrary. What it recognises is that the most important outcome for customers is understanding the significant benefits that might arise from a retirement savings vehicle such as KiwiSaver and creating an environment where banks and other QFEs are able to provide that opportunity in a compliant and efficient way. 
	text_807360143_0: 
	text_807360847_0: BNZ submits that the current term may be easily misconstrued by consumers. Educating the public on this to a point where there is a sound understanding is likely to be a challenge. BNZ submits that a preferable solution may be to bring the requirements on RFAs to be more aligned with those of other advisers who are subject to a Code of Professional Conduct and with the oversight of a Code Committee. The QFE model already places significant compliance requirements on their adviser services, including training and competency, and the oversight and monitoring of adviser performance. Introducing some similar requirements for RFAs, such as a Code and Code Committee process may be a preferable way of addressing concerns regarding RFA activities.
	text_807360867_0: BNZ submits that the general conducts settings seem broadly reasonable, noting however as in response to question 8 above, that a Code of Professional Conduct and related oversight by a Code Committee ought to be considered as part of this review.
	text_807360899_0: BNZ submits that RFAs should be required to disclose the nature of their remuneration, with a particular focus on any conflicts of interest. This requirement would help to improve public confidence in the profession and should help RFAs distinguish their services from those of peers where others may be subject to a material conflict. This would also help to level the playing field with AFAs and QFE advisers.
	text_807360936_0: As referred to above, BNZ considers that RFAs should be subject to reasonable Code of Professional Conduct obligations, and subject to oversight and enforcement by a Code Committee.
	text_807360984_0: BNZ believes that the current regime places significant costs in some areas where there are very few consumer benefits. Examples of this include the current Adviser Business Statement (ABS) requirement (for QFEs in particular) and some aspects of the disclosure regime (e.g. telephone disclosure).The original objective of the ABS was to create a written document that set out the controls the AFA had put in place to meet their compliance obligations under the FAA. The ABS document is a useful guide insofar that it sets how the individual AFA operates and how they meet their compliance obligations, however where the AFA is part of a common group (such as a dealer group or a QFE) the ABS is less of a useful tool.  This is largely due to the fact that the central compliance obligations of the AFA are managed at a central level and are discharged through a standard set of operating processes and procedures that are managed through a set of controls.To reduce the operational burden on the AFA, and thus the cost of operating a wealth business consideration should be given to an alternative method of operating for AFAs within a larger group, as previously discussed. Alternate methods may include reliance upon the entity level ABS, or attestation from the group that the AFAs have appropriately documented standard operating processes and procedures that satisfy the AFAs compliance obligations under the FA Act.In order to reduce the costs of the ABS, the review could consider having one at an entity level, rather than for each advisor. Alternatively, consideration could be given to combining the ABS and PDS document given that there is some duplication, and the intent of the PDS is to inform a client as to their decision to use an AFA (and the ABS includes relevant information).
	text_807361015_0: BNZ understands that the investment planning service definition was originally created under the FAA regime to prevent the activities that gave rise to the losses on finance company debentures and structured property investments. In particular, people involved with the latter, we were designing, or offering to design a plan based on analysis of an individual’s current and future overall financial situation and their investment goals, and included a recommendation on how to realise those goals.  This FAA definition which brought those activities into the regime focusses on the process and not the product and was intended to capture category products that were not directly covered under the product categories of the regime, such as investment property schemes.The original intent of the ‘investment planning’ definition was sound, however this definition has created confusion as to what types of 'advice' fall under this definition.  This has created the unforeseen or intended consequence that many non-AFA advisers stray away from providing advice in fear of straying into providing an investment planning service without being appropriately authorised to do so.To reduce confusion around the provision of advice, consideration should be made as to  whether the investment planning provision has met its original objectives.Further to this review, consideration should be given to the broad nature of the current investment planning definition and how it can be generally applied across a range of conversations and look to narrow this to be more specific to one or more regulated activities. At a minimum, it would be helpful for the FMA to release guidance in relation to its application.As mentioned above, BNZ submits that an adviser regime that is well targeted, with the focus on competency and compliance obligations directed at those providing a genuine investment planning service, is likely to result in better consumer outcomes for the vast majority of New Zealanders whose most frequent interactions with financial services providers such as banks, ought to be efficient and not cluttered with unhelpful compliance requirements. 
	text_807361052_0: This question should be captured under the new DIMS regulation and how it treats class versus personalised services. BNZ considers it should be considered as part of an entity’s DIMS licence - potentially having some "hard" regulations that must be complied with, and then some "soft" ones at the discretion of the entity within a defined framework.This could be relevant where an adviser wishes to exercise discretion over some elements of the customer’s investments, which may include selling down an investment quickly to protect the customer from loss – BNZ would be happy to provide examples to officials if this would be helpful. This is an issue where a service provider may be closing out an investment for model customers, but individualised customers who hold the asset would not be sold out unless they instructed that provider specifically to sell down. Given the high number of 'almost model' customers, it may be advantageous to insert this discretionary power.An adviser may also want to place a 'tilt' on the asset selection of the customer. For example, saying that they can have any 10 of the 14 stocks as direct equity holdings (this still remains in the class service, but allows mild customisation of asset holdings).
	text_807361124_0: 
	text_807361172_0: The current AFA disclosure is set into primary and secondary disclosure, with primary being prescribed under part 1 of the regulations and secondary disclosure providing advisers with some discretion as to how it is prepared and presented. The objective of the primary disclosure is to allow a retail customer to assess two or more different AFAs services and allow them to choose the most appropriate for their situation.BNZ’s observation is that the current disclosure assumes retail customers have a level of financial knowledge that many simply do not.  The disclosure should be in plain English that could be easily and quickly understood by the layperson.This is especially true of the different types of services the AFA can provide under 'How can I help you?' and some further clarity on what the service proposition means for the customer including what the risks and benefits are.Different organisations have taken their own unique approach to secondary disclosure, which may make it more difficult for customers to decipher the actual costs of investing. For example, some organisations provide all fees and charges of all services prior to the provision of advice and then expect the customer to be able to use that disclosure to compare against any other organisation. Others provide disclosure at point of sale, thus allowing the customer to see exactly what the fees and charges are. Further guidance should be provided on the preferred approach, although consideration should be given to the additional costs and compliance burden that organisations who undertake to provide disclosure at point of sale take on over and above others.Current requirements are only useful if the customer reads the disclosure. Consideration could be given to having an entity PDS that will be publically available under the FMCA regime. The ABS and Secondary Disclosure statement would then be the more personalised disclosure relevant to the particular service being provided to the client. There seems to be overlap/repetition between these three documents that could be streamlined.Disclosure is most relevant where an AFA is receiving direct commissions.
	text_807361215_0: BNZ supports a review of these documents as part of this FAA/FSPR exercise. BNZ notes however that the costs of producing these may in fact increase if the outcome is that these documents more tailored to a customer’s personal situation.
	text_807361235_0: BNZ considers the current process is fit for purpose.
	text_807361295_0: BNZ considers that the role of the Code Committee should be expanded to hear complaints about RFA conduct, as well as that of AFAs.
	text_807361372_0: BNZ submits that the more egregious conduct issues should be managed by the FMA. In addition, it would be more effective if any relevant outcomes were linked to the FSPR and disclosure, thereby making the information more readily available to clients when choosing an appropriate AFA.
	text_807361391_0: BNZ submits that the jurisdiction should be expanded to include RFAs.
	text_807361520_0: Recent public forums discussing the FAA review have widely recognised the lack of public understanding of many aspects of the financial adviser regime, including the conditions placed on QFEs under the licensing regime.  While acknowledging the comments and points made at the forums, BNZ’s observation is that the standard conditions alone, if studied and understood, ought to provide any interested person with the requisite insights into the significant obligations placed on QFEs, including ongoing supervision of their advisers, continuous reporting obligations, and onsite reviews by FMA that assess an entity’s control framework. That is in addition to the material annual fee that in the case of a large organisation can run into the many hundreds of thousands of dollars.The information on the FMA website regarding QFEs is clear and well explained - it is not clear however whether consumers know how or where to access this information. It is also possible that there is limited interest in finding out. Any lack of transparency, regardless of topic, is likely to impact confidence and understanding – BNZ submits that the FAA review should look at the role of education and publicity in ensuring that QFE obligations are well understood and transparent.
	text_807361554_0: The FAA review could consider an option of requiring providers to add information about their QFE status to their website or as part of consumer information. While the QFE Disclosure Statement may be the obvious place to put such information, BNZ submits that the FAA review should include a ground up review of the effectiveness of such disclosure and whether it currently delivers a tangible customer benefit – this should include both written and phone based disclosure.In relation to bank QFEs, these obligations/conditions could be agreed to be included in the Code of Banking Practice (as this represents a record of “good banking practices”) that is reasonably well known by the public and available at physical outlets of the QFE.The industry should use existing vehicles to provide transparency and avoid the public having to aggregate information from many (especially new) sources.
	text_807361629_0: For more sophisticated customers the disclosure has meaning. BNZ is concerned however that retail customers view this as just part of the process and it is not perceived as providing significant value. Customers see it as a compliance process that the banker must complete rather than a value tool for the customer.BNZ’s observation is that few customers take the time to read the disclosure material provided and want to progress quickly through this to discuss their product needs with a banker. In particular, younger customers often seem confused about the disclosure statement. In BNZ’s experience, customers do not usually give feedback on disclosure or have questions arising from it - customers seem to add it to the product documentation and do not take the time to examine it in the thorough way that may have been envisaged by those (including industry) involved in establishing the regime. BNZ submits that a brief verbal disclosure focussed on the fact that the entity is responsible for the quality of advice given, and the complaints process may be more effective than the current documented disclosure.
	text_807361646_0: As outlined in question 24 above, BNZ submits that brief verbal disclosure may be worthy of consideration as part of the review. BNZ submits that the focus of this should be less about referring to the “QFE” and more about the entity being responsible for the quality of advice given, and the complaints process. This is much more of a consumer focus, reminding them that the entity has to take responsibility, and that they have a complaints process that is easy to find and initiate. If written QFE disclosure is to remain, the nature of that disclosure should be extensively reviewed with the aim of making it more customer centric – holding consumer focus groups to understand what people actually find effective and efficient would be an important part of the FAA review in this area. Flexibility around the timing of when disclosure must be given should be considered – again, focus group sessions may help identify consumer priorities and preferences in relation to disclosure timing as well.
	text_807361689_0: The broker requirements have not been well understood, due to the complications raised by s77U – this is an area where the regime could be potentially simplified.  BNZ notes however, that the understanding has been helped recently by the release of the FMA’s guidance note on the broker obligations.
	text_807361748_0: BNZ submits that s77U of the FA Act is too broad, and could result in businesses having criminal liability for the actions of third party businesses, which are beyond their knowledge and control.  For example, the provision appears to place criminal liability on B (as defined in s77U) for the actions of A (as defined in s77U), where A is a reputable broker organisation used by B (for example to facilitate a trade).  In this case, the broker is an organisation which is capable of complying with its own broker obligations - therefore liability may better sit with A, not B.  Section 77U could be amended to reflect this.
	text_807361768_0: BNZ acknowledges that better consumer price outcomes may be achieved by having some form of broker disclosure. For example, the amount of commission received by a broker is not always transparent to the consumer, and in some cases the commission can drive up the cost of the product without the consumer’s knowledge. BNZ submits that broker disclosure requirements may be unnecessary given the existing requirements in the broker obligations.  For example s 77S of the FA Act requires that a broker must not use or apply client money or client property except as expressly directed by the client.  Specific disclosure is therefore needed to comply with this section and renders the broker disclosure potentially redundant.In BNZ’s view, broker disclosure may be confusing for clients where s77U of the FA Act applies.  For example, the client is likely to have its relationship with B (as defined in s77U) and it may be confusing for the client to receive documentation from A (as defined in s77U) as well as B.  BNZ also submits that some clients will be receiving a number of documents due to the new disclosures required for discretionary investment management services under the Financial Markets Conduct Act.  Further documentation will make the disclosures more complicated, and potentially confusing, for clients.
	text_807361803_0: BNZ has no comment on this question.
	text_807361866_0: BNZ submits that the oversight by independent trustees ensures the appropriate protections are in pace.  
	text_807361897_0: BNZ notes that the current model is very expensive. BNZ submits that there may be merit in the FAA review considering whether some entities with the appropriate scale, governance arrangements and compliance maturity may be able to manage their custodian arrangements and could be regulated directly without incurring third party cost. The QFE model could be an area of focus when assessing scale and compliance maturity.
	text_807361957_0: BNZ supports the current exemption arrangements as these help ensure that consumers are able to have appropriate conversations with professional advisers, without becoming artificially constrained by adviser requirements. BNZ submits that the original harm that gave rise to the regime had no basis in discussions that occurred between consumers and their accountants or lawyers, or other professional advisers. BNZ submits that the FAA review should consider how the exemption regime may be extended to facilitate interactions where a consumer comes to an entity wanting to discuss the products manufactured by that entity. The current settings under the FAA may not facilitate financial product providers such as banks, for example, having robust customer needs discussions and giving personalised recommendations about what may be appropriate for that customer. Recent changes to the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act 2003, including the introduction of the Responsible Lending Code, impose obligations on the banks and other financial service providers to have robust conversations to discharge those consumer lending obligations. The present settings tend to encourage those discussions to be moderated, and to involve some form of class advice. BNZ submits that when consumers approach an entity such as a bank, about a finance need, they are aware that they will be provided with information and advice only about the products available from that entity. For vanilla products provided by registered banks, such as term deposits, transactional facilities, and insurance, BNZ submits that the FAA review should assess whether the requirements of the Banking Code of Practice and recent consumer law reform could be extended to apply to non-credit products, as well as access to the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, may provide the appropriate level of protection that may make the broader application of the FAA to these products redundant. Those products that have more of an investment flavour, such as KiwiSaver could remain within the scope of the regime, but again, BNZ submits that the FAA review should assess how settings (such as changing to a category 2 products) can be adjusted to make it easier for customers to receive personalised advice about the suitability of KiwiSaver for them, and then the appropriate fund selections (although any scheme comparisons should be restricted to AFAs).
	text_807362134_0: BNZ submits that the FMA’s enforcement powers should be reviewed alongside those of the Code Committee so that the conduct of RFAs is able to be more effectively overseen and enforced. BNZ submits that RFAs should be subject to the requirements of a Code of Professional Conduct and to the disciplinary processes of a Code Committee. QFEs, through their terms and conditions are already subject to very significant requirements for their advisers and the application of a Code of Professional Conduct to RFAs would help ensure that public confidence in the profession is maintained. In the case of egregious conduct, the FMA already has the appropriate powers of enforcement against RFAs through the "offences" provisions contained in subpart 3 in the Financial Advisers Act and other statutory provisions. Whilst FMA determines matters they investigate as prioritised in their statement of intent, they should in every case of prima facie criminal breach, either investigate or forward the matter to another governmental prosecutory agency.
	text_807362190_0: BNZ submits the FMA’s Guidance is broadly accessible and useful. In terms of improvements, BNZ considers that as a rule, more guidance is always helpful for willing compliers to understand the regulator’s expectations. Within guidance issued, specific examples are typically the most valuable aid when trying to apply the guidance in an actual business context. That said, BNZ considers that it is important that regulators work with professional advisers, including lawyers, to ensure that the guidance does not introduce more ambiguity or is inconsistent with legislation. Draft guidance should ideally be issued for consultation to try and avoid unintended consequences.
	text_807358112_0: BNZ submits that the following changes could be made to simplify this for consumers:• Narrow the scope of the regime to target investment products and services – the breadth of the current regime underpins a lot of the complexity and confusion for customers. • A review and possible distinction between sales versus advice services would potentially help with simplification as well – clarifying for consumers the type of service they are receiving and whether the person represented as an ‘adviser’ is really under some form of fiduciary duty.• Review the QFE disclosure regime, to at least remove the references to FAA specific terms such as “Qualifying Financial Entity” and make it more consumer friendly. The review should also consider the timing of disclosure and whether the requirement for telephone QFE disclosure could be removed.• The scope of ‘investment planning service’ should be reviewed and narrowed to ensure that it does not constrain a proper ‘customer needs’ analysis, and does not hinder discussions about financial options and solutions that does not constitute a ‘plan’ in the normal sense of the word i.e. a written financial plan.• A fee for service model ought to be considered as a way of effectively managing the conflict of interest risk – managing that effectively may provide other opportunities to simplify disclosure requirements.• BNZ has no specific comments on the distinction between AFAs and RFAs but notes that in the absence of a financially well informed community, the reference to “financial adviser” in both is likely to cause confusion about the service they may provide and the level of competency/qualification. 
	text_807362582_0: Financial advisers’ main product is 'advice' and this advice is on a broad range of areas, including financial statement preparation and analysis (including cash flow analysis/planning and budgeting), insurance planning and risk management, employee benefits planning, investment planning, tax planning, retirement planning and estate planning.Where the financial adviser limits their services to only a few of these services, then they are not providing holistic advice, simply scaled advice that is limited to one or two areas. Generally, this limitation is on investment planning, or risk and insurance and in these cases the financial advisers are in fact investment advisers, insurance advisers, etc. Where this scope is narrowed further (to say a limited suite of products, or a small number of providers), then the distinction could potentially be made to a mere salesperson or product specialist over an adviser.BNZ’s observation is that when a retail customer comes into a bank wanting information about that bank’s products or services, they typically know that they are not going to be provided with information about a competitor’s products – it is largely a needs assessment to understand what requirements the customer has, followed by a sales conversation that puts forward a range of that bank’s products that may meet the customer’s needs. Where a customer has a more specific investment need, that person will be aware that they are receiving more structured investment advice from the bank, typically in the Wealth and Private Bank area. The two processes are reasonably well delineated from a customer’s perspective, noting that both include elements of financial advice under the current FAA regime.
	text_807362757_0: BNZ supports a review of the sales/advice distinction to assess whether a more targeted regime could be developed that would help people get better access to financial advice. Such as review ought to consider whether sales practices should be excluded from the regime, or picked up in a limited way in relation to suitability (as expanded upon below).The distinction may not be easily drawn between sales and advice, but it should be explored. BNZ submits that features such as those that now exist under the amended Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act 2003, requiring credit providers to assess the needs of a consumer as part of the origination process, if applied to a sales context for financial products, could provide customers with the appropriate protections that the FAA regime currently seeks to address. This may simplify the process and provide easier access to more holistic advice. BNZ notes that bank customers already receive the protections under the Code of Banking Practice, which in large part already ensure customers only receive suitable products and services.Features of a sales process may include a limited range of products or services (for example from one provider whereas a broker provides a similar service across a range of providers), whether the person’s remuneration is based on part on the volume of product sold, and whether an aim of the person’s role is to maximise revenue. A feature of advice ought to include having some form of duty to a person to act in their best interests in assessing suitable financial products or services.BNZ submits that is it appropriate that organisations consider, as part of their product origination process, whether a product may ever be appropriate for a retail customer and limit its distribution accordingly. This is not a significant imposition on any product provider and is a sign that an organisation is genuinely interested in ensuring that its customers needs are appropriately met.Finally, BNZ supports the view that the current setting within the FAA regime that enables (necessarily given the constraints of the regime) an ‘information only’ service is one of the reasons why consumers may not be getting access to advice they should be. A sales vs advice distinction may be one way that this could be addressed.
	text_807362795_0: BNZ submits that disclosure obligations in isolation of other measures are not effective in removing conflicts of interest.  Disclosure relies on consumers reading and understanding the impacts of commissions and conflicts of interest - the problems associated with these factors are not removed solely by requiring disclosure by AFAs.The Primary Disclosure Statement is prescriptive and narrow. There appears to br no distinction between commissions at an adviser level versus business level in the primary disclosure statement. This is open to interpretation by each business. Sales targets are not disclosed in the disclosure statement. For example, some institutions set targets of new funds to be invested annually, providing for increasing bonuses payable to the respective adviser without any disclosure of this fact.At brokerage houses, income would be derived from brokerage fees from active trading over and above management fees. No distinction is made in the disclosure statement around fees earned or targets for trades.The approach to receipt of gifts is based on the policy of the organisation that the AFA works for, leading to inconsistency across the industry. This policy should be defined and consistent for all AFAs regardless of employer.BNZ notes that improvements could be made to primary disclosure –for example “When I do this, I will be able to give you advice about…..” is arguably irrelevant as it does not indicate what is offered by the organisation.BNZ also notes that the efficiency of disclosure is limited because it does not include details about how conflicts are being managed. The form and content of disclosure should be taken into consideration when looking at the distinction between sales and advice (Q36 & 37), as regardless of a conflict of interest, an "advice" client will expect any advice to be in their best interests.Finally, the FAA review should consider whether a fee for service model would manage the conflict of interest and commission issues more effectively than a disclosure regime.
	text_807362833_0: The primary disclosure statement is too narrow in the fields available under the ‘How do I get paid for the services that I provide you?’ heading. Advisers who do not receive commissions but work for an organisation that receives commissions elsewhere need to tick commissions. The disclosure document should include details of the compliance framework of the organisation. e.g. individual advisor business with no independent oversight versus banks with well-structured risk and compliance policies and procedures, with regular audits. BNZ submits that there should be a distinction between newly registered businesses without an initial FMA monitoring visit, versus a registered business that has had an FMA monitoring visit completed. The current arrangement can give consumers a misleading impression of the amount of oversight that an entity has been subjected to.BNZ suggests disclosure be put into a "contractual agreement" or "scope of service" so that both parties agree up front the basis on which any advice will be provided. Subsequent deviations or changes will also need to be agreed by all parties. This could be streamlined and consistent across the industry to allow for easier comparison. In addition, an entity-level disclosure could be developed where appropriate information could assist consumers – this may better define entity controls and compliance frameworks potentially providing additional comfort as to the oversight of AFAs.
	text_807362891_0: BNZ submits that commission and conflict of interest disclosure requirements should be applied to all adviser types on the same basis. The requirements for AFAs and RFAs should be aligned. QFE advisers should be required to meet disclosure requirements where they are directly receiving a commission for products sold.For AFAs and RFAs, details of the percentage of income earned from various sources should be disclosed such as brokerage, client funds invested and base salary. Transparency and consistency are the appropriate requirements for all adviser types.Conflicts of interest also relate to new client targets versus management of existing clients. Approximate client numbers should be disclosed e.g. for an adviser with a new business target that does not take into account existing client numbers, having 400 clients versus 50 clients may indicate the service levels that can be provided.BNZ submits that commissions could be disclosed by product providers through the product material, rather than advisers. This may be a more effective mechanism for policing the payment of commissions.
	text_807362985_0: BNZ supports restricting commissions to positively influence a reduction in churn across the industry. However, in the absence of an appropriate transition arrangement to minimise some of the associated risks, the banning of commissions may have a negative impact on consumers as advisers would move to a fee for service model which may discourage uptake of appropriate products. BNZ notes the outcomes from the UK commission ban post implementation review and is broadly supportive of the FAA review coming up with options in relation to the restriction or banning of commissions. The potential benefits of a fee for service model are noted by BNZ, including no product bias and lower product costs, need to be weighed against the potential short to medium term cost impacts for those consumers who do seek advice. This would be particularly acute for lower income customers who are arguably in greatest need of access to robust financial advice.  BNZ submits that other alternatives should also be considered in the review, including a more balanced remuneration structure based on customer satisfaction with service over time, represented by retention of the policy.
	text_807363093_0: BNZ submits that the minimum quality standards are appropriate. 
	text_807363161_0: BNZ has no comment on this question.
	text_807363227_0: BNZ submits that the Code of Professional Conduct strikes the right balance in relation to prioritising customer outcomes, though it notes that the FAA review should consider extending the Code to apply to RFAs as well as AFAs. 
	text_807363283_0: The current adviser types are AFA, RFA and QFE Adviser, each with different barriers to entry, with AFA being the highest. The barriers mean that consumers aren’t getting access to personalised advice about KiwiSaver.In BNZ’s view, the distinction between personalised and class advice is confusing to consumers.Entities should be able to provide advice, not just individuals. 
	text_807363565_0: The FAA is well positioned in relation to AFAs and Investment Planning Services.  The FAA regime however seems to fall short with regards to other types of advice, particularly in relation to KiwiSaver where the current structure does not provide the incentives for people to become specialised as an AFA in this area, nor make it easy for practitioners to provide advice in an efficient manner.In relation to BNZ, its business has been structured to support the relevant compliance requirements while delivering a service to its clients, i.e. having a set fee for low level investors, and a percentage based one (to a maximum) for its Private Bank customers. This takes into account the time and effort required at differing investment levels.
	text_807363653_0: BNZ submits that the FAA review could assess the "categorisation of types of advice and advisers" with regards to the volume of advice that is required.  The FAA regime is geared towards an Investment Advice type service, whereas in reality, access to more advice is needed to support customer borrowing needs, insurance and KiwiSaver. In this regard, a regime that accommodates the practical realities of a ‘sales’ versus ‘advice’ service could provide a significant improvement in consumer outcomes in terms of access to advice, without reducing the quality of the advice available.BNZ acknowledges that KiwiSaver is a critical product and worthy of specific focus. In order to make access to advice easier, the FAA should be simplified for QFE advisers to give advice in relation to products issued by the entity (or related entity) that they are employed by. Consumers ought to be able to have conversations more readily about whether KiwiSaver is the right retirement savings option for them (often relatively straightforward given tax advantages). The question about what fund or funds within a KiwiSaver Scheme are right for them requires additional analysis and more detailed advice, but it should be easier to access that advice than it currently is, particularly given the highly regulated nature of these offers.BNZ submits that the FAA review should include an assessment of whether personalised advice needs to be in writing for simplified consumer options (i.e. advice on a single solution - investment, for example)Within the banks there are a number of support roles such as paraplanning and Senior Associates who support private bankers. Many of these individuals have educated themselves and then apply to become AFA's. Registration and ongoing costs are the same as those providing advice and would be prohibitive in cost constrained environments. As they do not provide advice initially there should be lower cost to registration. This would encourage organisations to support staff to qualification, thereby increasing numbers and reducing the barriers to entry.
	text_807363683_0: BNZ is a significant reporting entity under the AML/CFT. The compliance costs for its adviser services are not material when compared to its overall AML/CFT costs, although these are not insignificant. 
	text_807363791_0: BNZ notes that the cost of compliance is increasing which is squeezing margins.  With capped pricing, there is little room for funding higher levels of service for consumers – this creates a challenge for advisers in a finite investor pool.BNZ submits that the current pricing pressures on default providers limit the opportunities that they have to invest in education and promotional activities. Coordination between FMA, MBIE and industry, and a cohesive position on default provider fees and pricing for example, would ideally be included as part of the FAA review.
	text_807364007_0: In BNZ’s view there is a disconnect between MBIE and the FMA. FMA approve pricing and MBIE choose default providers. Price is key a consideration for MBIE in choosing default providers.The fees are 40 basis points cheaper for default providers as opposed to ordinary fund. FMA require providers to do more engagement and education for members of the provider’s scheme, however, on the tight default scheme margins there is insufficient funds to do so. 
	text_807364086_0: BNZ has no comment on this question.
	text_807364889_0: BNZ has no comment on this question. 
	text_807364970_0: BNZ submits that there is an inexorable move towards consumers accessing all products online and therefore the FAA needs to be re-designed to facilitate access to advice in a digital setting. The current FAA regime does not currently allow for an entity to give advice – this is one area of the current regime that BNZ submits needs to be reviewed. In order to provide widespread, tailored KiwiSaver advice in an online setting, the only effective way of meeting the consumer demand will be for entities to provide advice using information technology solutions. 
	text_807365001_0: BNZ submits that the FAA should be re-drafted in a way that is broad enough to foster technological developments, as well as having officials, regulators and industry meeting on a regular (e.g. annual basis) to discuss emerging technologies and ensuring that consumer needs are able to be met.
	text_807365906_0: The minimum ethical standards as prescribed in the Code of Professional Conduct for Authorised Financial Advisers (the “Code”), succeeds in setting out clear principles of expected professional behaviour of AFAs. The Code outlines a high minimum expectation of professionalism, and is drafted in clear language, which can be understood by both client and AFAs. AFAs know that by lowering their standards below what is expected in the Code, they could face sanctioning through the Code Committee, and this is a successful deterrent for the majority of AFAs who may be marginal in their compliance with the Code.
	text_807365937_0: BNZ submits that the same ethical standards outlined in the Code should apply to all RFA and QFE advisers (the latter are essentially in place for QFE advisers through the standard terms and conditions for QFEs).
	text_807366030_0: BNZ submits that an appropriate minimum qualification level for AFAs would be a relevant degree followed by ongoing CPD requirements.  BNZ supports a phased approach for existing advisors.BNZ submits that the current framework with the addition of mandatory professional (practical) experience and mentoring is appropriate. This additional mentoring would further emphasise the value of the AFA authorisation and set a base standard for experience requirements.
	text_807366099_0: BNZ understands that there are concerns that some RFAs may be holding out their registration as some form of qualification to consumers. If an RFA is providing specialised advice, such as insurance or mortgage broking, the FAA review could consider whether they ought to be suitably qualified, with a reasonable level of on-going CPD. This approach would be commensurate with how the financial adviser profession is developing in Australia and other jurisdictions.Should RFA roles be retained under a review of the Act, BNZ submits that an appropriate minimum qualification requirement would be the National Certificate in Financial Services (Financial Advice) (Level 5) excluding the investment paper (Set D).  In relation to mortgages, BNZ notes that in the UK there is a requirement for all mortgage advisors to complete a CeMap qualification: “The Certificate in Mortgage Advice and Practice (CeMAP) meets the educational standard required by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of anyone wishing to achieve a 'licence to practice' and work as a mortgage adviser.”
	text_807366127_0: BNZ submits that strong consideration should be given to considering the more developed approaches in common law jurisdictions such as the UK and Australia. New Zealand alignment with these qualifications would assist with domestic adviser professionalism and service. Given the low number of advisers in New Zealand, a policy which assists inflow and not outflow would be favourable.  An assessment could be made on cost/benefit of being aligned to Australia.
	text_807366175_0: The professional bodies have played a reasonable role in fostering professionalism amongst their members. However, New Zealand is too small for multiple bodies and this may cause confusion for consumers.  Multiple bodies may have more limited resources, therefore identifying and challenging poor adviser behaviour is not as effective as it would be with one body. One body would also act as a more effective lobby group on behalf of advisers wanting to uplift the professional standing of their profession.   
	text_807366225_0: A Professional Body could assist in guidance and regulation of its members through promoting the principles of the Code of Professional Conduct. In addition, it could uplift public confidence in the profession by conducting its own standards committee around Code principles, which would preferentially have transparency in their findings.
	text_807366289_0: QFE AFAs are required to maintain an up to date ABS in the same prescribed format of an individual AFA that runs their own business. It would be simpler if the QFE were able to maintain one single ABS that covered all AFAs within the QFE provided a sufficient level of compliance was met within the QFE ABS.
	text_807366386_0: The compliance costs for large QFEs are significant. Registered banks operate at high levels of compliance across all aspects of their businesses, including consumer protection and conduct, as prudentially regulated entities. The QFE model imposes some additional obligations, such as reporting, monitoring and tracking of nominated representatives, and the preparation and submission of annual reports though these in themselves are not material. The additional monitoring of staff practices to ensure they are doing the right thing by their customers, and giving accurate and reliable information is part of being a well governed and managed entity. The annual QFE fees however, which can run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars seem to BNZ to be disproportionate to the costs of regulatory oversight and focus required in relation to prudentially regulated entities such as banks.
	text_807358113_0: BNZ agrees that the goals specified for an effective registration system are appropriate. However the “financial services” element of the register requires more explanation for all users to understand.  
	text_807368112_0: BNZ submits that the primary goal of the register should be to record the details of all people or entities involved in the provision of adviser services. In order to achieve that goal, the register should be reviewed to ensure it is fit for both the regulator and public, with accuracy of information being crucial. This is largely dependent upon the regulator and other government agencies monitoring and taking appropriate sanctions against individuals and companies who knowingly lodge false information or are reckless as to its accuracy.  BNZ submits that the FAA review ought to consider whether the current register goes far enough to be really “useful” to a person wanting to get information there. For instance, what value does a member of the public get by accessing the register?
	text_807368167_0: BNZ concurs that the goals specified for the dispute resolution regime are quite rightly focused on the consumer in that they are aware of dispute resolution, can access dispute resolution, and are confident in dispute resolution.  
	text_807368227_0: In reviewing the dispute resolution regime, BNZ considers that consumer confidence is paramount.
	text_807358114_0: BNZ submits that the FMA should continue to have the power to remove from the register entities that have demonstrated persistent non-compliance from the register, including those that are domiciled in New Zealand and overseas.The FMA should be encouraged to utilise the provisions of section 30 of the Financial Markets Act 2011 more fully (sharing of information and documents with law enforcement (including Inland Revenue) or regulatory agencies and overseas regulators). BNZ submits that the detection of non-compliance with the FSP register requirements may be increased through greater interagency co-operation and encourages this to be explored.It is important that the FMA is able to share sufficient, timely and visible information with the public. It is the public that suffers if an adviser/entity behaviour falls below the required standards. While BNZ notes that the FSPR provides deregistration notices, the visibility and profile of those notices should be reviewed. The public profile of such notices, if made more visible, may be a strong inducement towards a more compliant adviser registration culture. 
	text_807369191_0: BNZ understands that there are concerns about non-New Zealand based entities becoming registered and using this registration to facilitate inappropriate conduct and operations in New Zealand. BNZ submits that the registration process for non-New Zealand based entities may need to be reviewed, including the information that is obtained by New Zealand based agents as part of that process, as well as those agents’ obligations. In order to maintain public confidence in the register, more needs to be done to prevent New Zealand being seen as an “easy target” and BNZ recommends officials look at global best practice as part of the FAA review and adopt measures that have worked effectively in other jurisdictions.
	text_807369265_0: 
	text_807369320_0: 
	text_807369842_0: 
	text_807369902_0: 
	text_807369942_0: 
	text_807369995_0: 
	text_807358115_0: As noted in the answer to question 64, the “financial services” element of the register requires more explanation to assist users to understand the entity they may be dealing with, including:  • Links to or copies of key documents relating to the service provider that are useful to the consumer;• Ability to compare entities;• Some form of key performance type indicator against the FSP record that would indicate to the public that the FSP has maintained required standards – this could be some form of traffic light on 2 or 4 key metrics (e.g. any disciplinary breaches);• Improved information in relation to financial services;• More on-screen help for the public (e.g. when you hover over certain boxes you get information on what it means);• More information on the adviser/entity, such as qualifications, experience;• Provide a function to allow feedback on the register to be sent, so that incremental improvements can be considered; and• Improve the interface to be more user-friendly/modern
	text_807370316_0: BNZ notes that ASIC provides a database of advisers which includes their qualifications, and results of complaints. BNZ submits that this would be a positive addition to the New Zealand register - which would increase transparency and is likely to decrease complaints.
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